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Indie (independent) media is rising at a rate never
before seen. Indie media comes in many diverse
ways, such as films, video games, music and more.
unaffiliated acts as a hub where all these medias
meet, and can be viewed at ease. Medias are
starting to work together and overlap to create
works unlike any other, and it can be tough to keep
up with what's new, even for the current fast paced
generation. unaffiliated recognizes and embraces
this idea, ensuring that our readers can view a
specially curated selection of indie works every
issue that not only appeals to them, but also widens
their knowledge of arts and culture.
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For today's creatives, unaffiliated is the magazine that
brings indie media to the forefront.

ECNEIDUA
TEGRAT

DEMOGRAPHICS

unaffiliated caters to a young adult
audience, around the ages of 18-25,
regardless of gender, sexual orientation
and/or race. We also target those with
the means and income to view and
critique independent media. Please note
that this magazine is published in
English only.

ETHNOGRAPHICS

Digital medias are constantly being
viewed and critiques. Those with an
interest in indie media participate in this
culture of reviewing and analyzing. Most
view indie media via streaming platforms
/ consoles, or use word of mouth as a way
to level what is good and bad.

PSYCHOGRAPHICS

The audience understands the need to
highlight independent media and what it
means to be an independent creator. They
have a desire to branch out and explore new
genres of media, and also often value
exclusivity and ‘underground’ media. Overall,
they hold an undying interest in the arts,
and want to support independent creatives
Overall, indie media can attract a
very large and diverse audience,
yet unaffiliated targets those who
want to understand the impact and
reasoning behind these projects,
as well as breakdown the visual
elements being used.

COMPETITIVE
ANALYSIS
a look into those who already cover indie media,

and why we do it better.

Berlin based, bi-annual print magazine which highlights
cutting edge fashion, music, opinion and culture globally.

Indie music magazine, quarterly published.
Known for in-depth and characterized
interviews with bands large and small, as
well as their accompanying unique and
stylistic photo-shoots.

INDIE MAGAZINE

How will we be different?
Less emphasis on lifestyle, more about the media,
which targets a more niche audience.
Stay true to indie meaning, rather than highlight
those who already have bigger platforms.

UNDER THE RADAR

How will we be different?
Expanding into other indie medias (film, game).
Highlighting different areas of indie music through
indie film scores, therefore garnering a niche
audience within their own.

Australian based, weekly
youth culture publisher
focused primarily on
independent news, reviews,
video content, and feature
articles. Has grown into an
influential content provider
for millions of people in
Australia and beyond.

HAPPY
MAG
How will we be different?

Rely less on reader opinions and news,
more on the art and media itself.
More critical and analytical
approach to covering independent media

A monthly magazine, available in print & digital
devoted to sharing independent games,
developer interviews, and fan submissions.

Based in NYC, a quarterly publication magazine
covering issues relating to independent film.
Also offers articles, lists and resources in the
same field.

THE INDIE GAMER

How will we be different?
By introducing multiple mediums of independent
media, we introduce audiences to one another
through the joint appreciation of independent
works, rather than focus on one only

FILMMAKER MAGAZINE

How will we be different?
Find a balance between serious content and a more
visually pleasing aesthetic.
More youth-directed art direction and voice

OTHER MEDIA CHANNELS - YOUTUBE REVIEWERS

Online channels are able to garner an
audience very quickly, yet can become
repetitive and lose an audience just as
quick. Knowing our audience, we aim to
curate a fresh combination of content for
every issue to keep each reader engaged
and satisfied with their subscription.

YGETARTS
LAIROTIDE

WHAT WE COVER
unaffiliated highlights rising indie
media in a way that respects its
artistic integrity. Indie media is
ahead of its time, and the coverage
should come close to that.

YOUTHFUL INTELLECTUAL BRIGHT

'Lovers Rock' Review / A Family Finds Itself in Minari

photographic

Set across a single night in 1980 and loaded with a soundtrack from the eponymous reggae music,
“Lovers Rock” is a paean to an energized youth culture taking control of its surroundings, despite
the social unrest around them.
Minari in its entirety feels like a balm right now, a gentle, truthful and tender story of family filled
with kind people trying to love one another the best they can. It’s filled with the specifics of Chung’s
Korean American upbringing, but it’s also universal in its insights into the resiliency of the human
spirit.
Coffee Talk Game Review

YGETARTS LAROTIDE

illustrative

typographic

Coffee Talk is a game about, well, coffee and talking. It’s a sort of visual novel where you play the
proprietor of a coffee shop in an alternate version of Seattle. It’s still 2020, and it still rains every
day, but the world is also full of magical creatures. Your patrons include not only humans, but also
vampires, elves, werewolves, mermaids, and other mythical beings.
Why Indie Artists Are Releasing Music at a Much Faster Rate

Within the last year-and-a-half, artists on labels like Domino, Polyvinyl, Sup Pop, Barsuk, Saddle
Creek, Matador and many other rock-oriented indies within that world have been putting out music
at a more-frequent rate. Whereas smaller projects used to be treated as special bonuses to fans,
it’s now becoming the norm for one-off singles and EPs to arrive mere months after artists released
their last album.

a simple, yet fun and youthful art
direction allows for viewers to
clearly navigate the
spreads while enjoying visually
stimulating pages
this also gives each article a
good aesthetic base to jump
off of and easily create its own
individual style, within a
cohesive magazine.

This photographic spread will focus on highlighting
the cinematography of the indie films discussed. Using
shots of the films to carry the article rather than words.

This illustrative spread will focus on the art style of
the indie game being discussed. Supporting illustrations
will be done in pixel art to support the article.
This typographic spread focuses on the speedy releases
of indie music. Manipulated type will be used to carry the
themes and patterns discussed in the article.

CREATIVE STRATEGY

MINI MOODBOARD

YGETARTS EVITAERC

Drawing inspiration from scene
analysis videos in which one shot from
the film is enlarged and broken down.

MINI MOODBOARD

YGETARTS EVITAERC

Combining pixel art and collage work to
bring the game to life on the pages.

MINI MOODBOARD

YGETARTS EVITAERC

Encorporating movement within the type
to reflect the tone of the article. Use of
digital and handwritten type.

COLOURS AND TYPE
Soft yet demanding colour pallette is
adaptable for any theme and appeals to
the open demographics we aim to target.

YGETARTS EVITAERC

unaffiliated
ensuring accessibility for
colour blindness

The font used here is called Cyriele. It is a thin, chic,
modern and creative serif font that is really unique
because lowercases and uppercases have the same
height. A unique font like this brings a fresh image to
indie coverage that hasn't been used before, while still
reflecting the individualism that indie media represents

Independent media is the gateway for unheard voices
to finally be heard. This gateway cannot go overlooked,
unaffiliated is the source to amplify those voices, and
encourage young creatives to experience new media
like never before.
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Masthead & Covers
process book

Sasha Shehryar
YSDN3011

research

rough sketches

-

through sketching I was
able to get a rough sense of
how I wanted the masthead
to sit at the top of the page. I
was still unsure on if I wanted
to use a serif or sans-serif,
which I tested further in my
digital masthead exploration.

masthead exploration:

UN

unaffiliated

un

masthead exploration:

masthead/cover exploration:

unaffiliated
magazine

unaffiliated

-

magazine

after gaining
some insight on
which direction to
follow through crit,
it was suggested to
apply the different
mastheads I was
considering to a
rough cover to see
how it works with
images and layout.

unaffiliated

unaffiliated

unaffiliated

magazine

unaffiliated

masthead/cover exploration:
magazine

indie media magazine

magazine

un

affiliated

final masthead decision:

an indie media magazine

an indie media magazine

- I chose this masthead as I felt that it carried the tone of
the magazine well, and could be altered easily to adapt to
different covers. I like the look of the increased kerning
because it stands out from other mastheads I usually see
on newstands while also emphasizing the ‘unaffiliated’
word itself.

full colour covers

full colour covers

final covers
-

I chose this cover for the black masthead as it
would significantly stand out against other magazines,
but also captures the visual theme of the publication I
originally wanted to convey. I like the modern elements
and the way the text is positioned around the image

-

I chose this cover for the white masthead because it
worked well to represent the gritty and rough aspects of
the magazine that oppose the more bright and refined
aspects that were shown on the other cover. I love the
way the green, black, and white work together, and the
cropping of the image shows just enough of context to
understand it, but still invites the reader to find out more
by reading further.

Typographic Spread
PROCESS

Sasha Shehryar
YSDN 3011
Winter 2021

sketches
These were my initial
rough sketches for the
spread. At this point, I
forgot to consider the
opening and closing
page. I also was still
unsure about the title
of the article and what
tone I wanted to
convey through the
treatment of the type.
I was still deciding on if
I wanted the type to
convey the movement
talked about in the
article, or if I wanted
the type represent the
demanding tone of
the article.

the first attempts

the first attempts

exploring type

ad
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Why Indie Artists Are
Releasing Music at a
Much Faster Rate
in 2020
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These were my first attempts at the
opening pages for my spreads. My initial
idea was to have the opening spread
appear to interrupt the magazine. I still
wasn’t sure if I wanted to go a more
clean/bold route or if I wanted to have
a ‘messier’ looking spread with
hand-lettering throughout.

Overall, I still had no idea where I was
going at this stage and decided to try
and push through and make a spread to
get a rough idea of where I could go
with my ideas.

the first attempts

the first spread - planning

This is where I began to plan my spread. I still forgot to consider my opening and
closing pages. I did like going for a more noisy and cluttered approach as I felt it
matched the tone of the article and would also cater to my target demographic.

the first attempts

the first spread - full

THE NEW NORMAL

Why Indie Artists Are Releasing Music at a
Much Faster Rate in 2020.

By Eli Enis

SOMETHING’S DIFFERENT...
As more people tune into music, indie artists
and labels are turning to innovative platforms that support increased collaboration,
R^]]TRcX^]P]S_a^ŎcbPa^d]ScWTV[^QTHWT
study showcases BandCamp music company,
which at the start of the pandemic launched
a new series that waives royalty fees and
reportedly directed $40 million in music
and merch revenue back into the hands of
independent artists across nine days of the
_a^\^cX^]

ad

WHAT’S DIFFERENT?

Music streaming is transforming the music
industry in more ways than just turning sales
c^aT]cP[b6hcWT\XSS[T^UX]SXT[PQT[b
— essentially everyone but Universal Music
Group, Sony, and Warner Music Group —
R^]ca^[[TS_TaRT]c^UcWT\dbXRQdbX]TbbPRR^aSX]Vc^BXT[bT]G^d]SGRP]

Since the advent of the genre in the ‘80s and
early ‘90s, the standard trajectory for signed
indie-rock bands has been to release an
album, tour on it for roughly two years, release another album, repeat. In the industry,
this is known as the two-year album cycle,
a model that’s ostensibly designed to maxi\XiTcWTX\_PRc P]S_a^Ŏcb ^UPb^[TaTR^aS
by having an artist promote it for the time it
takes them to exhaustively gig throughout
their markets.

!!!!!!!
we interrupt
your magazine
to introduce
you to...

1

2

1

interruption
cleared

“

T h e m o d e l o f n e ve r
g o i n g a wa y d o e s
seem to be like the
new normal.

Label Director Seth Hubbard fully agrees
that artists in that world are putting out
more music than they would have even two
or three years ago -- let alone 10 or 15. “And
now with Spotify being what it is, and social
media being what it is, the reality for a lot of
artists is that they need to tour more often
to make a living. I feel like a lot of bands keep
grinding and putting out new music [because
it’s] one way to just keep the cycle going.”

1

And one of the most popular places modern
listeners “look” for new music is in their
playlists. Particularly algorithmically generated playlists like Spotify’s “Release Radar,”
which delivers new music to users each week
based on their previous listening habits -with no editorial control from actual Spotify
employees.

its an

STREAM
OR DIE

“People used to tour to support music, and now
people put music out to support tours,” says Sasami
Ashworth, an indie musician who released her
self-titled debut, SASAMI,* last March via Domino.
By September she already had a new single out, and
she’s currently planning to release another single in Q1
of this year.

*

ad
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SASAMI’S THOUGHTS:
She emphasizes that her “non-traditional”
output isn’t some sort of means-tested
marketing strategy, but simply an accurate
representation of her musical growth. “I just
feel like the most important thing about
investing in my art is for me to feel like my
work is authentic, and the way I present it is
authentic,” she says. “And to me, that’s not
every two years I grow [and make an album].”

‘Stop everything,
there’s a new
single!’

_

new single
JEALOuSY is out now!
_

‘O K
c ool ,
a new
song !’
Hubbard says, shortly after

mentioning that streaming is
Polyvinyl’s top priority.

Sasami’s singles-heavy output reinforces that
sentiment, but she notes that some artists
eschew the album format not just for crePcXeTQdcU^aŎ]P]RXP[aTPb^]b
“I also feel like a lot of people put out EPs because making albums is so f--king expensive,”
bWTbPhbvB^cTeTahQ^ShRP]PŊ^aSc^\PZT
PUd[[[T]VcWP[Qd\PbcWTXaŎabcX]ca^SdRcX^]
it’s a huge commitment to make an album,
Ŏ]P]RXP[[hXc0b]^ceXPQ[TU^aTeTah^]Tw

THE NEW PROCESS
Since many artists today have access to
home studios where they can record and
produce music for cheap, and uploading
music to streaming services is exponentially
quicker than pressing physical copies, the
literal process of making and releasing music
also lends itself to smaller projects. It’s a
stark contrast to 20 years ago, when doing so
would’ve necessitated booking studio time
and a four-month block to press the product.
Treating music as a marketing tool, using
non-album singles as a way to promote the
albums themselves, is echoed by most of the
people who contributed to this piece.

THE NEW NORMAL

Critique:
- font size is way too big
- think about use of negative space
- alleys are way too small
- first and last pages don’t work well

NOW WHAT?
Although the frequent release model seems
c^QTP]TŊTRcXeT\PaZTcX]VbcaPcTVhX]cWXb
RdaaT]cPVTP[[^UcWT[PQT[_Tab^]]T[fW^
R^]caXQdcTSc^cWXb_XTRTbcaTbbTScWPccWTXa
aT[TPbTbRWTSd[TbPaTd[cX\PcT[hPacXbcSaXe
T]C]T^UcWTR^aTcT]Tcb^UP]X]SXT[PQT[
Xbc^QTX]WTaT]c[haTPRcX^]Pahc^cWT\PX]
bcaTP\c^TgXbcPbP[XcTaP[P[cTa]PcXeTQ^cW
RaTPcXeT[hP]SŎ]P]RXP[[hc^cWTbcPcdb`d^
=UcWThT\_[^hP\PY^a[PQT[bcaPcTVhP]ScWT
\^]ThU^[[^fbcWT]cWPc0bVaTPcQdccWTXa
_aX^aXcXTbP[fPhb[XTX]VXeX]VcWTXaPacXbcbPb
\dRWRaTPcXeTUaTTS^\Pb_^bbXQ[T

But as pop, hip-hop, R&B and EDM musicians
have largely disavowed the two-year cycle
over the last decade, in favor of frequent
singles, back-to-back albums, and “inventing”
new formats like “playlists,” a full-length
project every two years has long remained
the general template for career indie bands.
But that’s just now starting to change.

it’s not a

Since streaming gives people so much sheer
access to music, and the nature of social
media constantly bombards people with
new music content (articles, listener recom\T]SPcX^]b_^bcbUa^\QP]SbcWT\bT[eTb 
simply keeping an artist’s name in people’s
\X]SbRP]QTX]RaTSXQ[hSXŋRd[c:^aPŐTSVling indie artist who’s just beginning their
career, putting out a single shortly after a
debut album is a way to maintain a presence
in the conversation.

2

the second attempts

the second attempts

a few sketches more

From the last crit, I
decided to take a step
back and try a couple
more sketches with a
better understanding
of my concept now.
Going forward, I
wanted to keep in mind
the levels of hierarchy
needed and the amount
of negative space I
wanted there to be.

the second attempts

new spreads
the new normal.

Why Indie Artists Are
Releasing Music at a
Much Faster Rate
in 2020.

ad

Since the advent of the genre in the ‘80s and early

Within the last year-and-a-half, artists on labels like

‘90s, the standard trajectory for signed indie-rock

Domino, Polyvinyl, Sup Pop, Barsuk, Saddle Creek,

bands has been to release an album, tour on it for

Matador and many other rock-oriented indies

roughly two years, release another album, repeat.

within that world have been putting out music at a

In the industry, this is known as the two-year album

more-frequent rate. Whereas smaller projects used

cycle, a model that’s ostensibly designed to maximize

to be treated as special bonuses to fans, it’s now be-

an artist promote it for the time it takes them to
exhaustively gig throughout their markets.
Of course there have long been especially pro-

(articles, listener recommendations,

He’s been working at the Illinois

pretty much what we try for. The goals

posts from bands themselves), simply

imprint for 16 years, and he fully agrees

were loftier, really digging into records

that artists in that world are putting

back then. Milking them for everything

out more music than they would have

they are.”

10 or 15. “And now with Spotify being
what it is, and social media being what
it is, the reality for a lot of artists is
that they need to tour more often to
make a living. I feel like a lot of bands

keep the cycle going.”

obviously existed as a means to tide fans over. But

the indie-rock side of things.”

that’s just now beginning to change

songs to focus on at radio and that’s

AJ Tobey, head of A&R at Rough Trade Publishing.

something that seems very new that I’ve noticed on

the general template for career indie bands. But

people with new music content

Polyvinyl Label Director Seth Hubbard.

music [because it’s] one way to just

occasional b-sides in the years between albums have

full-length project every two years has long remained

of social media constantly bombards

at ANTI-. “Now, we choose one or two

who seem to encourage this [increased output],” says

[non-album] singles throughout record cycles. It is

albums, and “inventing” new formats like “playlists,” a

sheer access to music, and the nature

the campaign,” she says of her time

keep grinding and putting out new

EPs, soundtracks, various artist compilations and

decade, in favor of frequent singles, back-to-back

Since streaming gives people so much

to college radio several months into

seem to be like the new normal,” says

“We work with a handful of bands who have labels

“And kind of have a separate agenda for releasing

largely disavowed the two-year cycle over the last

“We would be working a third single

“The model of never going away does

even two or three years ago -- let alone

mere months after artists released their last album.

frequently crank out albums on a yearly basis. And

as pop, hip-hop, R&B and electronic musicians have

What’s Different?

(Domino), Empath (Fat Possum) and Rosie Tucker
(New Professor) each dropped digital singles just four
to seven months after their latest full-length. Artists
like Weyes Blood (Sub Pop) and Charly Bliss (Barsuk)

6

7

single shortly after a debut album is

However, as streaming has changed

conversation.

the way people consume music, and
the prevalence of home recording
create music, the methods artists and
their labels are using to release and
market their music is also changing.

Social Media at Saddle Creek Records,

Carew says that when she worked at

also acknowledges that the artists

ANTI-, smaller, non-LP projects were

content than in previous years. Before

(Sub Pop), Cherry Glazerr (Secretly Canadian), SASAMI

A New Process.

Amber Carew, the Director of A&R and

she’s working with are releasing more

For instance, in 2019, Palehound (Polyvinyl), Tacocat

keeping an artist’s name in people’s

beginning their career, putting out a

generally discouraged because they
didn’t perform as well.

a way to maintain a presence in the

And one of the most popular places
modern listeners “look” for new
music is in their playlists. Particularly

Sasami states, emphasizing

algorithmically generated playlists

the financial struggles indie

like Spotify’s “Release Radar,” which

artists deal with daily.

delivers new music to users each week
based on their previous listening habits
-- with no editorial control from actual
Spotify employees.
“Obviously, the more songs you’re put-

joining Saddle Creek in 2017, Carew

“‘So let’s just keep writing until you

spent years doing A&R and digital

have a full LP,’” she remembers hearing.

marketing at the bigger indie label

“That was always a sentiment that was

ANTI- Records, and since leaving ANTI-,

given to the artists, and that doesn’t

says, shortly after mentioning that

the album cycle sea change has begun.

come out of my mouth anymore.”

streaming is Polyvinyl’s top priority.

ting out, the more songs you’re getting
put into that whole scene,” Hubbard

8

“People used to tour to support music, and now people put music out to support tours,” says Sasami Ashworth, an indie musician who released her
self-titled debut, SASAMI, last March via Domino. By September she already had a new single out, she dropped a holiday-themed EP in November,
and she’s currently planning to release another single in Q1 of this year. However, she emphasizes that her “non-traditional” output isn’t some sort of
means-tested marketing strategy, but simply an accurate representation of her musical growth.
“I just feel like the most important thing about investing in my art is for me to feel like my work is authentic, and the way I present it is authentic,” she
says. “And to me, that’s not every two years I grow [and make an album].”

9

One of the core tenets of an indie label
is to be inherently reactionary to the
mainstream, to exist as a
literal alternative
“I think indie labels will always be a haven for artists
who want to resist the prevailing trends in the music
industry, and that’s what they should be,” Katz says.
“There’s that Arctic Monkeys album title, Whatever
People Say I Am, That’s What I’m Not, to a certain
extent indie labels are here to enable artists to do
what they want regardless of whether that is the
most likely path to commercial success.”

10

Sasami Weighs In:

11

the second attempts

more spreads

Why Indie Artists Are
Releasing Music at a
Much Faster Rate
in 2020.

THE NEW
NORMAL

Since the advent of the genre in the ‘80s and early ‘90s, the standard trajectory

for signed indie-rock bands has been to release an album, tour on it for roughly
two years, release another album, repeat. In the industry, this is known as the

two-year album cycle, a model that’s ostensibly designed to maximize the impact

them to exhaustively gig throughout their markets.

-

treal who frequently crank out albums on a yearly basis. And EPs, soundtracks,

various artist compilations and occasional b-sides in the years between albums

What’s Different?

SASAMI’S THOUGHTS

Within the last year-and-a-half, artists on labels like

“People used to tour to support music, and now

Domino, Polyvinyl, Sup Pop, Barsuk, Saddle Creek,

people put music out to support tours,” says Sasami

Matador and many other rock-oriented indies within

Ashworth, an indie musician who released her

that world have been putting out music at a more-fre-

self-titled debut, SASAMI, last March via Domino.

quent rate. Whereas smaller projects used to be

By September she already had a new single out, she

treated as special bonuses to fans, it’s now becoming

dropped a holiday-themed EP in November, and she’s
currently planning to release another single in Q1 of

months after artists released their last album. “We

this year. However, she emphasizes that her “non-tra-

work with a handful of bands who have labels who

ditional” output isn’t some sort of means-tested

seem to encourage this [increased output],” says

marketing strategy, but simply an accurate represen-

AJ Tobey, head of A&R at Rough Trade Publishing.
“And kind of have a separate agenda for releasing
[non-album] singles throughout record cycles. It is
something that seems very new that I’ve noticed on
the indie-rock side of things.”

investing in my art is for me to feel like my work is
authentic, and the way I present it is authentic,” she
says. “And to me, that’s not every two years I grow

For instance, in 2019, Palehound (Polyvinyl), Tacocat

[and make an album].” Sasami’s singles-heavy output

(Sub Pop), Cherry Glazerr (Secretly Canadian), SASAMI

reinforces that sentiment, but she notes that some

(Domino), Empath (Fat Possum) and Rosie Tucker

artists eschew the album format not just for creative,

(New Professor) each dropped digital singles just four
to seven months after their latest full-length.

A FRESH START

WHAT NOW?

“The model of never going away does seem to be like

Although the frequent release model seems to be an

the new normal,” says Polyvinyl Label Director Seth
Hubbard. He’s been working at the Illinois imprint for
16 years, and he fully agrees that artists in that world

of the label personnel who contributed to this piece
stressed that their release schedules are ultimately

are putting out more music than they would have

artist-driven. One of the core tenets of an indie label

even two or three years ago -- let alone 10 or 15. “And

is to be inherently reactionary to the mainstream,

now with Spotify being what it is, and social media

to exist as a literal alternative, both creatively and

being what it is, the reality for a lot of artists is that
they need to tour more often to make a living. I feel

label strategy and the money follows then that’s

have obviously existed as a means to tide fans over. But as pop, hip-hop, R&B

like a lot of bands keep grinding and putting out new

great, but their priorities always lie in giving their

and electronic musicians have largely disavowed the two-year cycle over the last

music one way to just keep the cycle going.”

artists as much creative freedom as possible.

decade, in favor of frequent singles, back-to-back albums, and “inventing” new

However, as streaming has changed the way people

“I think indie labels will always be a haven for artists

formats like “playlists,” a full-length project every two years has long remained

consume music, and the prevalence of home record-

who want to resist the prevailing trends in the music

the general template for career indie bands.

industry, and that’s what they should be,” Katz says.

But that’s just now beginning to change.

14
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music, the methods artists and their labels are using

“There’s that Arctic Monkeys album title, Whatever

to release and market their music is also changing.

People Say I Am, That’s What I’m Not, indie labels are

Carew says that smaller, non-LP projects were gener-

here to enable artists to do what they want regard-

ally discouraged because they didn’t perform as well.

less of if that is the path to commercial success.”

15

13

we exist as a
literal alternative
not viable for everyone, but we still need to do it.”

16

tation of her musical growth.
“I just feel like the most important thing about

17

Illustrative Spreads
process book

Sasha Shehryar
YSDN3011

rough sketches

- my rough sketches helped me
visualize most of the pixel elements
I wanted to make and very roughly
layout the flow of the spreads.
Each spread I sketched highlighted
different aspects of the game I
wanted to highlight and going into
digital creation, I wanted to make
iterations that differed from each
other to see which ones represented the game well while still
fitting the tone of my magazine.

digital iterations

critique:
- bar takes up too much space, could
add elements on the bar that add context to the game, or make it smaller
and add more elements to the spread
(tables)
- text bubbles are a nice element,”q” is
too big, could have text bubbles going
both ways
- front cover lacks context,
who is kris antoni?
- this spread represents feeling of
game nicely

digital iterations

critique:
- front cover too plain
- ‘rating’ page doesn’t work, large
images just dont have enough meaning
- images are too big (coffee cup)
- ‘coffee tips’ is a nice element
- spread does not represent a specific
tone of the game enough, just coffee.

digital iterations

critique:
- black background and aesthetic was
recieved nicely from peers
- again, rating page does not work
- switches opening page don’t work
- coffee cups on spread lack any context, don’t tell enough about game
- coffee tips on nintendo switch is a
nice element

developing spread further

- I orginally had some other illustrations I had made that I
just wanted to test out on a front page, I realized that I
would still want more copy to fill space and add context
to the article
- I also tried to apply some of the crits to the spread, I
had trouble combining the tables with the speech bubbles and didn’t feel like the spread fit in with the
magaizine anymore. I wanted to integrate more of the
dark aesthetic i had tried out before because i believe it
worked better for my original view of the overall visual
system of my magazine

final spread (for now)

- For my final spread idea I decided to combine a bunch of
elements from across all my iterations that work well to
represent multiple aspects of the game. I made the bar
smaller and added game elements onto it to provide more
context of the game and support the ideas presented in
the interview. I added more context to the front and back
pages but I am still iffy on the layouts for them. I kept the
coffee tips in the console because I enjoyed the look of
that element. I also decided to work with the darker
aesthetic because I believe it works better for the readers
of my magazine and represent the game in a new way.

Photographic Spread
process book

Sasha Shehryar
YSDN 3011
Winter 2021

research/inspiration

- While finding inspiration for my
spreads, I found that I wanted to
explore both a collage style, as
well as a really simplistic and bold
approach. I still wanted to make
my magazine cohesive as a whole,
but I did want to explore different
styles that I could maybe revise
my other spreads around while
revising the entire magazine. I liked
the idea of using bold colours as it
went well with the tone I wanted
for the project.

rough sketches

- Through my rough sketches, I was
able to apply some of the layouts I
had seen through my researching
phase to the content I knew I would
be using. When moving towards
making digital iterations, I realized
that some of the concepts I had
sketches out just weren’t working
enough to create a full iteration
with dye to the amount of content I
did/didn’t want for each spread.
Overall, I did want to highlight each
movie well and in a way that would
catch the interest of my target
audience for the magazine

digital iterations

- I initially wanted to use full bleed
images for my spreads to look like
snapshots of the movie itself. I
liked using the text to align with
the eyes as discussed in class. I
felt like the spreads were a little
too empty and didn’t really fit
with the tone of the rest of the
spreads I made. I did really like the
final page as the image with the
positioning of the type looked
really interesting.

digital iterations

- When I first made these iterations, I had the images in full
colour while the last image was in
black and white. I decided to make
all the images in black and white
and really liked how all the spreads
worked together afterward. I liked
the layouting of the text into small
columns, and how the image didn’t
take up the entire spread, but still
commanded a lot of attention.

digital iterations
OUR 2020
FILM HIGHLIGHTs

MINARI
REVIEWED BY: MARK OLSEN and David Ehrlich

Told with the rugged tenderness of a Flannery O’Connor novel but aptly named for a resilient Korean herb that can grow
wherever it’s planted, Lee Isaac Chung’s semi-autobiographical “Minari” is a raw and vividly remembered
story of two simultaneous assimilations; it’s the story of a family assimilating into a country, but
also the story of a man assimilating into his family.

OUR 2020
FILM HIGHLIGHTs

SOUND
OF METAL
REVIEWED BY: JEANNETTE CATSOULIS

Propelled by a distinctive style and a potent lead performance, Darius Marder’s “Sound of Metal” builds a singular tension

Culture clash is the unifying subject here, though not the only one. Chung, who waited to
knows exactly the story that he wants to tell and how he wants to tell it. Monica and

between silence and noise.
Though underwritten and dramatically muted, this unusual movie diverts with an extraordinarily intricate sound design
that allows us to borrow Ruben’s ears. From the sonic assault of his music to the hisses and crackles of his newly implanted
devices — like an imperfectly tuned radio station — what Ruben hears seems as indistinct as his future. The

There is a ring of truth to every moment and conversation. The best of these are

other star of “Sound of Metal” for most people will be the sound design. Marder regularly puts us in

imbued with a complexity and contradiction that suggests that there’s more to
human interactions than whatever advice we were given as kids.

In fact, it’s interesting to note when Marder traps viewers in Ruben’s auditory

Chung has a knack for capturing those moments when people behave according
to their own internal compass, in ways that may not make sense to an outside
observer. And it’s impossible not to appreciate the deep understanding of
human behavior, as well as the way that ordinary objects and situations
acquire symbolic meaning when we think about them in relation to the
characters.

condition and when he allows us to escape it (the latter often happens only
when Ruben could otherwise “hear” the conversation, such as in a
speech-to-text program used by Joe).
It’s also notable that Marder doesn’t use a manipulative
score, allowing the silence to dominate. It’s a shame that
most people will see this on Amazon Prime, as it’s not a
this one.
Let the quiet sink in. Or better yet, watch it with
merely play in the background.
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OUR 2020
DIRECTOR HIGHLIGHT
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WRITTEN BY: ZACK SHARF

Named one of Filmmaker Magazine’s 25 new faces of indeone to watch at Sundance earlier this year with the world
premiere of her directorial feature debut “Miss Juneteenth.” Prior to the premiere, Peoples wrote episodes of
Ava DuVernay’s OWN drama series “Queen Sugar” and was
a recipient of the San Francisco International Film Festival’s
Westridge Grant.

beauty queen struggling as a single mother to raise her rebellious teenager daughter and prepare her for her own beauty
pageant competition. Beharie and newcomer Alexis Chikaeze’s

ad

winning performances add emotional strengths to Peoples’
sprawling storytelling.
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- Out of all the spreads, I liked the
treatment of the images the most
through this iteration. The collage
style works well to show different
aspects of the movies and also
creates really cool compositions.
The duotone styling carries the
visual appeal I wanted for the
magazine really well.

CHANNING
GODFREY
PEOPLES
Peoples’ “Miss Juneteenth” stars Nicole Beharie as a former
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End

